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1)  Title of the Practice: Clean Campus – Green Campus 
Goal:  
          * To make the college campus a clean & green zone. 
          * To make the campus a plastic free zone.  

Context: The eco-friendly campus is one of the prominent needs 
of the day. Accordingly, the institution has undertaken various 
initiatives to make its campus clean and green. Clean and green 
campus radiates a sort of hygienic aura in the campus that makes 
the students feel comfortable and help them naturally. 
Cleanliness is the key of good health. It also encourages our 
students to take pride in their college, which make less likely to 
drop litter and as such they will potentially make a bigger effort to 
maintain the environment. 
The practice: The college starts a yearlong programme for making 

the college campus a clean and green zone by celebrating the ‘World Environment Day’ on 5th June 2018 
insisting the theme ‘Beat Plastic Pollution’ of the year. On several occasions, various awareness programmes 
have been arranged where mostly students have been advised to say no one time used plastics as well as 
not to throw paper plate, plastic in the campus. They have also been advised to use the dustbins available 
in the campus. They have also been encouraged to plant saplings of different species and. The college has 
an active RED RIBBON CLUB consisting of motivated and environment-sensitive students under the NSS 
wings of the college. As per the need of the campus, various programmes are taken to keep the campus 
clean and minimize the use of plastic. The student’s participation in this task is remarkable. 
Evidence of success: The practice is a step towards success in our aim of making the campus clean. The 
students along with the teachers took participation in this task and became successful. 
Problems faced: Moral and mind set of the present generation of the student community is a big challenge. 
Lack of proper boundary walls becomes also a challenge for keeping the campus a clean zone. The open 
entry and exit gate accessed by the general public through the college campus also hampers for remaining 
clean and green. 

2) Title: Cultural activity  
Goal:  

 The objectives for cultural policy are to be a 
dynamic, challenging and independent force 
based on freedom of expression.  

 To explore someone’s creativity, diversity 
and artistic quality 

Context: Cultural practice is the means for the members of 
society to communicate values and ways of living and 
symbolic interactions. A cultural programme is one of the attractions in our college. Cultural activities could 
be based on shared ethnicity, gender, customs and values. Besides our regular cultural activity, our cultural 
wings arrange cultural exchange programmes with other the educational institutions time to time in district 
as well as state level.  
The Practice: Cultural competitions, cultural rally, poem writing /recitation are some of the initiatives 
materialised through our cultural wings. Our annual cultural festival is a rainbow event with dance, music, 
drama bending the colours. Participation of our students in the university level youth festival in every year 
are the attractions.  
Evidence of success:   This practice makes possible for students to create a sustainable cultural environment 
that helps them to take their own stand in the society.  

 
 


